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eBH: Profiles & Configurators
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Introduction

The goal of this card sorting exercise was  
to improve the labeling, grouping and  
organization of the Profile and Configuration 
features on the application. 

Card sorting is a technique which involves 
users to organize content as they interact with 
the application or site’s navigational content, 
either existing or proposed content. We can 
then observe their mental model when  
browsing through the navigation and get  
a glimpse of how they categorize items and 
interact with the navigation.  

The Goal
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labeling and organizationissues
identify

Objectives
The goal of this card sorting exercise was to improve the labeling, grouping 
and organization of the Profiles and Configurator information in the application.

Our Goals

This card sorting session was developed as a combination/hybrid of open and closed meth-
odology. Upon entering the exercise, participants were instructed that there were 4 catego-
ries available to them:

1. User Profile
2. Law Firm Profile 
3. Vendor Profile
4. Client Profile

Participants were instructed that they were free to rename them, or suggest or even delete 
categories if they felt the need. 

This hybrid approach was offered as an alternative to the more rigid structure of a closed 
sort in order to  
understand how users would group the existing content - and to determine if they would 
provide what they thought were more intuitive labels when empowered with that ability. 
Initially offering the existing navigation categories of a typical closed structure assisted in 
understanding if the users felt if the content belonged in the existing categories.
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identify

Methodology
The Content
There were 33 cards delivered to the participants and we displayed to them  
the initial 4 categories, but instructed that they were free to delete, add additional 
categories or rename the categories offered. 

What We Did

16 completed

6 groupings on average
33 cards

21 people participated in the exercise, but 5 abandoned it before  
completion. 16 Participants (61%) sorted all 33 cards on average  
into 6 groups.

• Lowest Observed Time overall: 6.28 minutes

• Highest Observed Time: 251.95 minutes

• 5 people abandoned the exercise completely
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Demographics: all
What eBillingHub Team are you on?

How long have you working on eBillingHub?
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Perceptions
Participants were asked a number of questions based on their general 
knowledge and experience with their interactions of eBillingHub customers:

Participant’s Insights

Do you frequently experience customers who have difficulties navigating 
through the application?
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Perceptions (cont.)

Participants were asked a number of questions based on their general knowledge 
and experience with their interactions of eBillingHub customers:

Participant’s Insights

Which area(s) seems to be most problematic for clients 
to navigate through?

“Map Clients” and “Configure Mapped Clients” causes a lot of confusion, 

especially over the phone. An easy fix would be to just change the latter to 

“Configure Clients”.

There’s a lot of trouble understanding all the configurations. For exam-

ple, all the UTBMS code configurations aren’t together. People go to the 

Configure System page all the time and don’t know some things exist, like 

Manage Timekeeper Titles. They also don’t know what things do, because 

there’s no description anywhere.

 7 of the 13  

Participants
commented that users 

commonly had issues 

navigating through  

Configuration of  

a Client as well as  

Mapping of Clients.

•

•
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Perceptions (cont.)

      

• Configuration: Configure Billing Wizard and other global configurations.

Which area(s) seems to be most problematic for clients to navigate through?

•  The client settings are scattered. For instance, Global Settings 

are under: Configuration, Configure eBillingHub, Configure 

System Configure, and Billing Wizard. Client level settings are 

under: Configuration, Configure eBillingHub, Client Setups, and 

Configure Mapped Clients. Template level settings are under: 

Configuration, Configure eBillingHub, Client Setups, and Config-

ure eBill Recipients.

• Mostly the mapping clients and the vendor connectivity sections.

• Everything related to configuration.

• Configure Mapped Clients/ Configure eBill Recipients.

Although I do not interact with 

clients, I have 27 years of  

experience in the industry, and 

the eBh WAP is one of the most 

confusing UIs I have ever seen. 

There seems to be no rhyme 

or reason to the layout of links 

within the site, and no  

balloon-help to assist the 

end-user. They are left hanging 

in the wind.
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Perceptions (cont.)

•  The main page is just one big ugly news feed. It’s hard enough to read that no one ever 

seems to look at it unless there’s something at the top in red.

•        It takes too many clicks required by the user to get to pages for their  

frequently-used activities.

 In your opinion, which areas of the application seem to be most problematic 
regarding navigation?

• The areas where configurations/settings are set.

•  Organizing it (the main page) into something like alerts / vendor updates / EBH updates might help, 

and the rest of the main page could then display active invoices, recent submissions, etc - basically like 

the T360 and other big vendor front pages.
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Perceptions (cont.)

      

• The whole Admin site (if that applies). Various client/matter/code mappings in the main application.

•  The navigation buttons being on the far right hand side of 

the page. I always forget to save.

•   Most features in the eBh WAP appear to be “bolted-on”  

and not thoroughly thought-out and integrated into the appli-

cation in a seamless way that makes logical and intuitive sense. 

Some of the screens that require the end-user to first click  

an element before they can activate a verb on the page seems 

like black-magic and not intuitive in any way. The UI should  

be logical and guide the user without requiring the end-user  

to read a book prior to usage.

Although I do not interact with  

clients, I have 27 years of experi-

ence in the industry, and the eBh 

WAP is one of the most confusing 

UIs I have ever seen. There seems 

to be no rhyme or reason to the 

layout of links within the site, 

and no balloon-help to assist the 

end-user. They are left hanging in 

the wind.
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Standardization combined results

The standardization grid shows the distribution of cards across the categories that 
were predefined. Each table cell shows the number of times a card was sorted into 
the corresponding “standardized” category.

Standardization Grid of Combined Teams
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Standardization combined results

Standardization Grid of Combined Teams - cont.
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Standardization Support

The standardization grid shows the distribution of cards across the categories that 
were predefined  as well as those that people created. Each table cell shows the 
number of times a card was sorted into the corresponding “standardized” category.

Standardization Grid of Support Team
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Standardization Support 
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Standardization Development

The standardization grid 
shows the distribution  
of cards across the  
categories that were  
predefined. Each table  
cell shows the number  
of times a card was  
sorted into the corre-
sponding “standardized” 
category.

Standardization Grid of Development Team
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Standardization Development
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Support (how they categorized)

In general, the Support Team created 8 additional categories beyond the four  
offered categories for a total of 12 categories.

Support Team Categorizations

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Admin or Super User Profile

Agreement
0.65

Participants
2

I just added two new Categories: 

Configuration and Mapping.  

I feel the it (categorization)needs 

to be broken down a bit further.
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Client Profiles

Agreement
0.35

Participants
9

I made Mapping and 

Configuration menu 

available so that any user 

will know if it is related to 

mapping or configuration 

where they can find the 

menu.
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Support (how they categorized)

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Customer Support 
and Set Up

Agreement
0.39

Participants
3

I regrouped them entire-

ly. Right now, we do not 

consider anything about 

offices. Recently, we have 

had to support multiple 

offices of firms – which 

are all over the world in 

some cases.
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Configuration

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Firm Admin

Agreement
0.36

Participants
3
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos Frequency

Category Name:  
Mappings

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Things need to be able to be configured at 

the Matter level. I think it makes the most 

sense to group everything in layers. 

Order of precedence:  

1) Matter level configurations (replica of 

client level just able to apply or adjust for 

particular matters) > 2) Client level con-

figurations > vendor level configurations 

> firm office > global level configurations 

Timekeepers can vary by matter, client, or 

vendor.
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Firm Client Matter Override

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Not Sure

Agreement
.60

Participants
2

All “Mapping” cards went straight to 

“Law Firm” group as it is law firms’ 

responsibility to match their internal 

clients/matters/codes/clients to the 

already existing/known/standard-de-

fined counterparts
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Support (how they categorized)

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Law Firm Profiles and Configurations

Agreement
0.27

Cards Avg Pos Frequency

Participants
8
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Timekeeper Management

Agreement
.83

Participants
3

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
User’s Personal Profile

Agreement
.55

Participants
9

I tried to keep certain subjects  
together, such as all things related 
to timekeeper in a single category.
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Support (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Vendor Profiles

Agreement
0.25

Participants
8

The Results
The majority of the Support team that  
participated agreed on the following categories: 

• User’s Personal Profile (9 people)

• Client Profiles (9 people) 

• Vendor Profiles (8 people)

• Law firm Profiles and Configurations  
(8 people)

• Firm Admin (3 people)

• Customer Support & Set Up (3 people)
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Support (post-test comments)

• Timekeepers can be configured at the matter level, client level, or vendor level.

Were there any cards you felt could have been placed in multiple categories?

•  There should be a configuration/mapping option for Timekeeper titles, expense, activity, 

etc. at the Firm level which can be superseded by a vendor level, then superseded by a 

client level, and eventually superseded by a matter level.

•  Many configurations would be best if they had a default, a vendor level override, a client level over-

ride, and a matter level override. Right now we don’t really support vendor level overrides in general.

• Yes, there were some cards that didn’t seem applicable to the application.

Were there any cards you had difficulties placing into a category? Why or why not?

• Not after creating the 5th category.

• System Role - what do you mean by this?
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Development (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos Frequency

Category Name:  
Law Firm Profiles and Admin

Agreement
0.45

Cards Avg Pos Frequency

Participants
6
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Development (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

System Setup

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
User’s Personal Profile

Agreement
.53

Participants
7

All “Mapping” cards went straight to 

“Law Firm” group as it is law firms’ 

responsibility to match their internal 

clients/matters/codes/clients to the 

already existing/known/standard- 

defined counterparts
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Development (how they categorized)

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
System Administration

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Mapping

Agreement
1

Participants
1

I placed them where they 

seemed to make the most sense 

based on their functions.
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Development (how they categorized)
Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  

Configuration

Agreement
1

Participants
1

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Law Firm - Mappings

Agreement
1

Participants
1    

A law firm and a client are 

the same entity in my eyes.
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Development (how they categorized)

Cards Avg Pos FrequencyCategory Name:  
Client Profiles 

Agreement
0.35

Participants
4

I generally don’t think of a client and a 

vendor in isolation. To me, they only have 

meaning as a tuple, like (client, vendor). 

For example, (Google, T360). This would 

describe the ultimate recipient of an in-

voice. Just Google or T360 doesn’t really 

tell me anything about where an invoice is 

going since Google could also use  

Datacert, or something like that.
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Development (how they categorized)

Cards Avg Pos Frequency
Category Name:  
Vendor Profile

Agreement
.33

Participants
6

The Results
A majority of the Development team seemed to agree on the following categories:

• Personal Profiles (7 people)

• Law Firm - Profile and Admin (6 people)

• Vendor Profiles (6 people)

• Client Profiles (4 people) 
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Development post-test comments

•  I was not sure what ‘Billing configuration’ was and how it was different from ‘Map Clients’ 

or ‘Configure Billing Wizard’.

Were there any cards you had difficulties placing into a category? Why or why not?

•  It was a bit hard to distribute cards between “Vendor” and “Client” categories. From my personal perspec-

tive, law firms perceive clients and vendors as parts of a single whole. They are only interested in clients. 

And do not actually care what vendor the client is using. And should not - as we are providing a single in-

voice submission point so that the law firms forget about the vendors altogether. So it’s hard to determine 

whether - for example - matters should be configured at client, vendor or even law firm level.

•  UTBMS code locations. I think this is a concept that is specific to EBH, and could be better 

handled. I’ve never used any value other than the defaults here.

•  I was not sure about Workstation wizard, I think so we don’t need that 

menu as it looks related to ActiveX control configuration.
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Combined post-test comments

•  Law Firm Profile and User Profile should be separate.

Were there any cards you felt should have actually been their own category?

•  The workstation cards probably should be in a separate category.

•  Things should clearly fall into one of the following buckets:  

1.) Producer (Law Firm)  

2.) Provider  

3.) Application  

4.) Vendor  

5.) Corporate Client

•  Yes; “Configure 3rd Party Integration”.
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Categorization results compared

The Results: Comparisons
While the Development Team utilized  
less categories overall, the majority of  
the team seemed to agree on the  
following categories:

• Personal Profiles (7 people)

• Law Firm - Profile and Admin  
(6 people)

• Vendor Profiles (6 people)

• Client Profiles (4 people) 

The majority of the Support team that 
participated agreed on the following 
categories: 

• User’s Personal Profile (9 people)

• Client Profiles (9 people) 

• Vendor Profiles (8 people)

• Law firm Profiles and  
Configurations (8 people)

• Firm Admin (3 people)

• Customer Support & Set Up  
(3 people)
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Categorization combined results

The Combined Results
In general, both groups had some differences in their categorization of the content, with 
the Development team categorizing the content into less categories than the Support 
team overall. Following is the set of categories that both teams appeared to agree upon:

• User’s Personal Profile  (15 people) 

• Law Firm - Profile and Configurations  (13 people)

• Vendor Profiles (13 people)

• Client Profiles (12 people)

• Configuration (6 people)

• Customer Support and Set Up (3 people)

• Firm Admin (3 people)

• Admin or Super User (2 people, which is very similar to Firm Admin)

• Timekeeper Management (3 people)
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The similarity matrix shows the percentage of participants 
who agree with each card pairing. The algorithm attempts 
to cluster similar cards along the right edge of the matrix.

Support similarity matrix

The similarity matrix is a representation of pair combinations, intended to give quick insight into 
the cards the  participants paired together in the same group the most often. The darker the 

blue where two cards intersect, the more often they were paired together.

It also clusters related pair combinations together: the strongest pair is grouped 
next to the second-strongest pair that either of the first cards have, and so on. 

The algorithm attempts to cluster the similar cards down the right edge. 
Clusters are presented in the same shade of blue.
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Combined similarity matrix
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Support dendograms

The Best Merge Method often performs better than the Actual Agreement Method when a study has few-
er participants. It makes assumptions about larger clusters based on individual pair relationships.

Dendogram - Best Merge Method
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Support dendogram results
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Conclusions
The Results
Most participants grouped and labeled 
things very differently from one another, 
with the exception of placing Profile spe-
cific items into one of the four previously 
offered categories:

1. User Profile
2. Law Firm Profile 
3. Vendor Profile
4. Client Profile

Each group acknowledged that there was 
also a need for an Admin section that 
should be divided into additional profiles:  

5. Law Firm admin

6. Customer Support Admin
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Conclusions
Results/Analysis
While there appeared to be a general 
consensus by the group in regards to the 
Profile categories and mostly the grouped 
content organized under those, the results 
for Configurators varied widely and no dis-
cernible pattern could be detected.

While there didn’t appear to have a defined 
conclusion for configurators based on this 
exercise, a number of items were identified 
as problematic for Users utilizing the appli-
cation:

• Client settings are scattered throughout 
the application, making it confusing for 
Users to navigate and make changes for 
that particular function.

• There are too many clicks and/or layers 
to access frequently used activities or 
functions.

• The main page of the application does 
not provide Users with a good overall 
resource and is organized poorly.

• Multiple navigational issues were identi-
fied, such as issues with confusing pat-
tern and/or navigation for certain func-
tions and/or features.
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Original Site Map
eBillingHub 2.0 Site Map 

Continued to the second image

eBillingHub 2.0 Site Map 
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Refined Site Map
As illustrated by the site map created from the cardsort results, (outlined in red) there appears to be discrepan-
cies on where certain items should fall within the site map: 
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Recommendations
Recommendations for Profiles
Based on the feedback from the cardsort exer-
cise, it is recommended to organize Profile infor-
mation into the following categories:

1.  User profile (Individual)

2. Law Firm Profile 

3. Vendor Profile          

4. Client Profile

5. Administrator 

The Admin section should be broken down into 2 

additional sub-categories that have accessibility 

based on role permissions:

1.  Customer Service Support Team

2. Law Firm Admin
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General Recommendations
It is recommended to do some group workshops 
with the Support/Implementation Teams as well 
as PSPMs in order to refine and gather more 
feedback. It is necessary to know how Users in-
teract with them in regards to the Configurators, 
ass well as the struggles they have experienced 
in past interactions. This will help us understand 
how these areas could be organized better for 
Support to guide user’s through these sections 
more effortlessly.

One suggestion is to do another card sort in the 
hybrid method: instead of offering the current 
top navigation as the categories, offer categories 
that are labeled according to usage application 
and what the current cardsort participants cre-
ated. Analysis of this type of card sort should 
illustrate less confusion regarding the product’s 

workflow as well as labeling issues some partici-
pants struggled with.    

Another suggestion is to create group exercises 
utilizing such methods as Affinity Diagramming 
and/or Dot Voting exercises in order to get a gen-
eral group consensus of how these areas should 
be organized.

While it is recognized that individuals, as well as 
firms, utilize the configuration content in vari-
ous ways and organize it differently, it is advised 
to create a starting point based on the Support 
and PSPM team’s feedback on organization. This 
initial exercise to get a general consensus from 
these teams will create the baseline navigation  
to start another round of tests with actual Users 
from the law firms.


